Lucy and Megan for Tortoise Rangers

You should vote for us because...

- We are obsessed with tortoises (and/or fluffy equivalents)
- Lucy is a vegetarian and Megan eats quorn nuggets, so we care deeply about animals
- Megan has a cat and a dog and Lucy has a rabbit that she rescued from the road
- We genuinely love animals and we will do everything we can to make our new tortoise friend have the happiest life possible
- We are college married, so this tortoise will be like our child

As your tortoise rangers we will...

- We will make this tortoise a viral sensation, by making an Instagram account for it so we can regularly update the college and his future fans
- We will take tortoise racing very seriously. We will train our tortoise intensely (with love), as pictured in the photo below
- We will take really good care of our tortoise and make sure that they become a loved member of the St Anne’s community

We have always loved a wide variety of animals, so whatever this tortoise / fluffy equivalent turns out to be, we are fully prepared: